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\at Conditions Actors
x& Audience For Play
By Dr. Edwin M. Wright

(fair at Pearl Harbor HAD
Wto Robinson players can
*tu luc^ stars that it oclj ffben it did; stirred from
ll
lrence by the crowded

over-wrought Belgian family that
faced a ruinous future, the mother's
nerves so obviously tense that she VOL. LXIX. NO. 17.
could not restrain her lifelong antagonism to the "dirty boche". As gripwe WCre b6aUtl ling
as was the grief of this pathetic
"idiuoned for Elmer Rice's family, it did not indicate quite so
c
the West". Let us imagine much danger for the world as did the
1 t
r °. . had been given Just be- horrified philosophy of the Jewish
Z fateful seventh of December. mother forced into believing that
**[ not have been Just another millions of decent folk must refrain
1
' play, one based on a war horn bringing children into the
De sure, appealing to us as world for anti-Semitism to make utrather than as a potent terly miserable.
And the decent Americans aboard
0( things bound to come?
ouldn't the players have gone the clipper bespoke the determina* ,oeir parts with the usual tion as well as the bewilderment that
, efficient amateurs instaed ot hold sway. The players gave eloquent
jlvanized into spokesmen of reality to the playwright's proponents:
, realities? As it was. the the clipper's crew, courteous, efficient
ition of sood drama, skillful chaps; the British officer, who was in
H a keenly sympathetic audi- a position to let the German agent
«a players who were on the know what power politics mean in the
because they had to express hands of an enemy; the professor
on feelings and convictions jwhose whole attitude towards life
•flight to the West" a truly bad been modified by the direct im■able experience. As we left the pact of the Nazi doctrine; the newsTheatre on Friday evening, paper woman, whose contact with the
tian or.e person was heard to modern Hun had not left her too bit-flic finest amateur performance ter to be resourceful in running down
a great story; or the young married
t-K seen".
couple whose racial backgrounds and
«st And
whose love for America had brought
L;jre performance
them bang against the awful present.
h*e play as a whole gave one the Compares Favorably With
MM feeling that honesty and New York Production
tenty are still vital forces even in
It was in the comfortable and farImrld gone mad. It was the auth off days of December, 1940, that I first
1 sincerity that led him to so pow saw this play produced; it was by
I an arraignment of the "corro- professionals on a New York stage.
elements" that threaten civill- To be sure, they had a livelier repi today; it was the honesty and resentation of a clipper, sound effects
Uriiy of the players that helped that gave the Illusion of a ship in aci snap out of tBeir so-called apa- tual flight. If they were masters of
r and give life to the dramatist's more histrionic tricks, they did not
wption of the good forces and the bring to their performance the IntelliI teat contend for mastery in this gent understanding that made the
VIRGINIA DAY
iHorn world. The arrogant Nazi Bates production so uniformly good.
JOHN LLOYD
Mwith his pseudo-scientific theory That 1 bay in all earnestness. Withi Master Race, the bogus Count out a minor role tuat could be called
ras his hireling accomplice weak, without a star or two to domino more terrifying than did nate the performance, with excellent
smugly materialistic American timing and pleasing voices, the Robwanted to "play ball with Hit- inson Players worked together to
i as if he could thus win dollars I rove that the theatre is one of the
The appearance of Mr. Vincent
i easily as he did at pinochle or most effective pulpits from which to
Sheean as the next speaker in the
preach sermons that delight, and
George Colby Chase lecture series is
sympathetic understanding teach, and move.
looked forward to with great interest
Since we can't "say it with flow: players were able to present the
in the light of the recent outbreak of
faims who were on the clipper to ers", here's a "verbal" bouquet for
war between Japan and the United
lb lie wrath that had come to Eu the Rice, Schaeffer, Robinson Players
States. He will lecture in the Chapel
There was the mutilated and' partnership.
on January 19 on the subject "Europe

"7L *«*•
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BATES COLLEGE, LEWItTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY,

Phi Beta Kappa Elects Eight Seniors

Sheean Lectures
Here January 19

National Fraternity
Honors Four Men
And Four Women
Faculty Members
Preside At Special
Chapel Ceremony

JOHN DONOVAN
CLAIRE WILSON

s In Burma Presents
'filiations On Universal Theme
By Jane Woodbury '42
home, until we were wide awake
enough' to hear the words.
Christmas Day — and we woke up,
not to sleigh bells but firecrackers set
off by the school children on the compound. (They were part of every festival). The stockings looked very familiar. Yes, a doll for me (this was
years ago!). And did that doU cause
excitement! "It cried, and we could
always amuse the board of deacons
by letting them hold her, make her
cry, and then try to figure out where
the sound came from. But, back to
Christmas! No relatives dropping in
to call, Just our family at the tree.
Presents from aunts and uncles, yes,
but they had been mailed in September. And Christmas dinner—peacock
instead of turkey, "cranberry sauce"
made from a reddish flower, no
squash—but real Christmas puddings.
We were celebrating almost alone.
Out on the street the bazaar was open
as usual, the priests went from door
to door begging rice, and caravans
came down from the mountains and
China.
•
Christmas Eve
And Wall Lizards
The next Christmas was even more
differenL We went on a Jungle trip up
in the mountains by pony. Christmas
Eve we hadn't reached our destination, so we slept in a government
"bungalow" or guest house open to all
travellers. We settled down for the
night along with the wall lizards and
other more Immediate "wild life". Our
stockings were hung on the chair
backs. Wonderful how Santo Claus
gets around! Next morning we found
ddhi
one present In the bottom of each
J
« Death GonB
stocking and the rest_ filled with can1
Pla
«
Of
Chime.
T
, "e night before Christmas we ned goods from oiir packs.
After several hours' travel up the
U* to bed with good American exI Vnt and I know I won't be able mountain, we reached the Christian
•P", and dropped to sleep to the village where the celebration was beme of—the Buddhist monastery's ing held. Neighboring villages had
I'eath 8
°ng. We were awakened in the Joined them. When they had welcomrat D¥ caroHers, though, some of ed us, they returned to the games and
he 8c
hool boys. We could hear them athletic contests for the rest of the
because we were on a morning. Then dancers wearing
LVi6 clearly
tool Screened porch try'r* to keep masks came out and did some clown. enough to sleep comfortably. ish stunts, just as they always did in
(Continued en pat)* four)
*? Well, hardly. It did sound like

Four men and four women were
elected to Phi Beta Kappa, honorary
college scholastic society, in an Impressive initiation ceremony this
morning in the Chapel. The formal Induction at this time of the year marks
the departure from the usual procedure of naming those who have attained membership to Phi Beta
Kappa at the end of the school year.
The new members include the following: Virginia Day, Dorothy Mathews. Claire Wilson, Jane Woodbury, John Donovan, Malcolm Jewell,
John Lloyd, and Glenn Meader.
Professor Fred E. Pomeroy, president of the Bates chapter, after being
introduced by President C. D. Gray,
gave a short summary history of Phi
Beta Kappa at this college. Following
this introductory talk, Vice-Presldent
of the society. Professor Anders
Myhrman guided in the eight newly
elected members, who, after pledging
to uphold the educational alms for
MALCOLM
JEWELL
DOROTHY MATHEWS
which the society stands, received
JANE WOODBURY
GLENN MEADER
their keys and certificates from the
chapter secretary. Professor Karl S.
Woodcock.
It is to be understood that this is
not
the final selection from the sener this Is so or not; 1 am confident
ior
class for election to Phi Beta
that the wisest thing for every
Kappa.
Sometime at the end of the
man to do is to stick to his colTomorrow evening at 7:30 the anschool year, another group of outlege work until the call comes.
nual Christmas service in the Chapel, standing senior studoiiTs will be electYou aHe already familiar with
sponsored by the Round Table, and ed to the ranks of the society, accordthe faculty action of last Septempresented by the joint efforts of the ing to Professor Woodcock.
ber by which under certain conSpeech Department and Christian AsA perusal of the records of the,
ditions a student who is called
sociation, will include in its program eight who were awarded' this
into the armed services of the
a period of carol singing and a pres- highest scholastic honor shows why
United States may receive credit
entation by members of the Play they were elected to the society.
for a semester's work which he
1'roduction class.
Virginia Day, Worcester, Mass,, la
cannot complete because he has
The program will begin with the
perhaps
best known as the president
Deen drafted. We face a new concarol singing at 7:30, so that it will
of
the
Women's
Student Governing
dition today. I am sure thaL as
be over in time for students to attend
cases may arise, the faculty will
the service before going to the bas- Body, but she is also a member of the
Choral Society, the Swimming Club,
take proper action with respect
ketball game.
has been proctor and Junior repreto those Seniors who cannot comThe Choral Society will lead the
plete their work.
singing of well-known Christmas cai- sentative to the Publishing Association, is a member of the Politics Club,
ols. A short play, "Why the Chimes
If anyone has any problem
Rang", will follow, with Priscilla an assistant in Sociology, was awardconnected with this situation,
Bowles '42 iu chaige. Those taking ed a WAA sweater, worked on the
every member of the faculty
part
are: Pierre Laurent, Barnaby Freshman CA Cabinet.
stands ready to be of personal
Dorothy Mathews, Camp Hill, Pa.,
McAuslan, Dr. Arthur Leonard, Miss
help. That is what we are here
has
been on the dean's list since she
Lavinia
Schaeffer,
Elbert
Smith
'44,
for. Do not fail to call on us, and
entered school and managed to secure
Dorothy
Mathewa
'42,
George
Kirwln
again, I say, get all the education
'42, Emanuel Goldman '45, and DavlJ four point both her sophomore and
you can before the summons
Junior years in spite of being activeNickerson '42.
comes.
"Why the Chimes Rang" is a one- ly engaged in the Choral Society, the
CLIFTON D. GRAY,
act play by Elizabeth Apthorp Mc- Heelers, of being a proctor, and of
President, Bates College.
Fadden adapted from the story of the helping Miss Schaeffer as student disame name by Raymond McDonald rector of the Robinson pays. She was
Alden. It is a beautifully written also one of the Ivy Day speakers, is
Christmas tale with its setting in a now a candidate for honors in
woodchopper's hut, of a little peasant English.
Claire Wilson, West Newton, Mass.,
boy, Holger, who brings to life the
Results of yesterday morning's chimes of an old cathedral, tv.t and has been an active member of the
freshman elections revealed that remained silent for many years. He MacFarlane Club, the Spofford Club,
Trafton Mendall will be the first has made a great sacrifice in staying the Choral, an English assistant, and
president of the class of 1945. Men at home to care for an old woman is now taking honors work in Engdall. brother of Marguerite Mendall rather than go to the cathedral ser- lish.
•41, twirled the baton this fall in his vice which be very much wanted to
(Continued on page four)
position of drum major for the en- attend. The woman performs a mirlarged band- He Is now on the fresh- acle and the lowly hut Is transformman basketball squad.
ed into the cathedral where nobles
The vote for Student Council rep- and kings have brought rich gifts, to Next Issue Of "Garnet"
resentative, in which only the men the altar, but the chimes have failed Appears After Vacation
paricipated, gave the post to Kenneth to ring; and yet when Holger pieThe second issue of the "Garnet"
Drummond, who makes his home in sents his few pennies in humility, the
La Jolia, California. Drummond's ma- chimes ring. Thi3 ^is his reward for will not appear until after the Christmsa holidays because of reorganizajor sport interest is "tennis.
the simple sacrifice he made.
tion of literary material owing to the
Other results, as announced by the
declaration of war on Japan, It was
Student Council, show Barbara Litannounced yesterday by editor Bartlefield elected vice-president, Romeo
bara White '42.
Seniors
Vote
Dedication
Baker, treasurer, and Kathleen ReilMervln Alembik '44 has written a
Of Tear Book This Noon
ly, secretary.
story on occupied France, entitled

Letter From President Gray Play Highlights

■

["Everywhere, everywhere, Christtonight!" always used to go
i«h my thoughts when wreaths
fwea appearing on doors, snow fincame, and red and green took
place ot orange and brown in
w windows. That was before I reto northern Burma to spend
f»e years with my Dad, who was a
lionary up in the Kachin Hills. It
was rather a shock to realize
it isn't "everywhere", but only
Oe places that it is Christmas.
101 course, we had our Christmas
"a variations. The city of Bhamo
gety Buddhist but a few Chrislived on the mission compound
mission land—to you). We besetting ready to celebrate, while
«yone else went about their work,
usual. No extra merchandise in the
""store of the bazaar. No holly or
Kaunas bells or bright lights. On
S compound we decorated. Dad got
*a tree, not all evergreen in the
Kk of the tropics, but a tree some*"* Uke a willow. We made chains
"ifoper, strung red berries, and even
l teal candles in tiny holders
ga
'-ed for a few minutes while
*tter sat tensely on the edge of her
JT*). Tnev native Christians didn't
w °Ur Plain red ana sreen, so they
^e strings of paper banners, every
^r 'n the rainbow, outside. We
jj* a fireplace of brick paper in our
;te°0m so we could hang up stockfhe houseboy was very amused
r* idea. He kept his dignity until
*M outside, then laugheu and
^"i at what his silly "Mama" and
'"a Kaba" were 'doing.

PRICK: 10 CENTS

DECEMBER 17, 1941

Today and Tomorrow" but in view of
the new developments in the Far
East he will probably include his
analysis of the war situation.
Mr. Sheean's information has been
gained from personal experience on
the war fronts of both Europe and the
Orient. He spent last spring and
summer in the British Isles observing
the war on the Western FronL returning to New York early in September
for a couple of weeks before flying to
New Zealand. Australia, and the Far
EasL While in Britain. Mr. Sheean
went out with the British fleet on
convoy duty In the North Atlantic. He
also flew with the RAF. in a bomber
over enemy territory and visited the
headquarters in the British Isles of
the various Allied armies figlitlng
with the British, includ'ng the French.
Dutch, Norwegian, and Polish.
His most sensational journalistic
feat during his early years abroad was
interviewing Abd El-Krim during the
Rif Rebellion. He was one of three
correspondents to interview the Rif
leader during the insurrection. The
outbreak of the Arab-Jewish hostilities in Jerusalem in 1928 found him
on the scene and his dispatches were
the first sent out covering this episode. Other history-making events he
covered during these early years included: the Ruhr Occupation, the
(Continued on page four)

Junior-Senior Speech
Prelims Take Place Jan. 8
Preliminaries in the annual JuniorSenior Prize Speaking Contest will
be held in the Chapel at 3:30, Thursday, Jan. 8. All speeches will be Judged both on delivery and content by
Miss Schaeffer, Mr. Berkelman, and
Dr. SweeL
Under the Charles Sumner Libby
Memorial Fund a prize of *25 will be
awarded for first place In the contest
snd ?16 for second. Everyone in both
classes Is eligible. Those wishing to
enter the contest nfost sign up in the
Little Theatre on or before Wednesday, Jan- *•
Subject matter Is not »■«***
the material should T>« »PPr0Xlm^'
ly 1000 words, to take not more than
10 minutes In delivery.

To you men who are already
registered under the Selective
Service Act, I want to say a word
before you get away for the
Christmas holiday. Since the first
of the college year, the President's office has kept in close
touch with the many problems
connected with the draft and has
been able to be of service in
many instances. We shall continue to be right on this Job during the months to come. It is clear
that the Congress will pass this
week a new Selective Service Act
which will call for the registration of all men between the ages
of 18 to 64 inclusive. It is, in my
opinion, wholly unlikely that
there will be in the near future
any call for military service for
men outside the present age
group of 21 to 35 years.
It is natural that some of those
already registered should wonder
whether the fact that we are now,
not by our own choice, a belligerent nation may not mean a
speeding up of the draft. Wheth-

Christmas Service

Key Arranges For Men Class Of '45 Elects
To Meet Sub-Freshmen Mendall, Drnmmond
During this week, the Clason Key,
one of the small but influential organizations on the campus, will undertake one of its most important functions of the year.
With the aid of the lists In Mr.
Howe's office, the members of the
Key have |arranged all prospective
men students according to geographical location and matched these with
the homes of men now at Bates.
Within the next few days, members
of the club will personally visit the
dormitories and hand out slips with
the names and addresses of prospective students to men who live in the
same town.
Each stuaent Who receives a slip
will be requested "to contact the subfreshman during the Christmas vacation and give him a picture of the
life at Bates. He will also be^asked
to fill out A mimeographed form, concerning! the student's scholastic
standing and his personality. The Key
would appreciate ft, if all information
on the prospects Is returned to Mr.
Curtis in Mr. Rowe's office as soon
as possible after vacation.
The members of the Clason Key
are as follows: Richard Hitchccok '42,
Chandler Baldwin '42. David Nlckerson '42, Roy Fairfleld '43. Horace
Wood '43, and Almon Fish '**■

BATES ON THE AIR
Professor Brooks Quimby announced that the final Bates on the Air
program of the 1941 series will toko
the form of a quiz program. Members
of the Bates Camera Club have been
asked to participate as victims of
questioner Elbert Smith '44
The handling of the announcing
post will be taken care of by Norman
Temple "44, member of the Varsity
Debate squad and speaker about
campus.
As usual the program will be tonight aE 8:15 over WCOU.

A new and improved year-book for
] 942 H promised to Bates students by
Editor-in-Chief Richard Horton and
Business Manager Eugene Ayers.
Printed in standard college-size type,
this issue of the" "Mirror" will be
smaller in, dimensions with a third
r:ore pages than earlier copies and
will be conservative, complete, and
formal. Tentative plans call for its
publication by Stobb's Press of Worcester, Mass.
The senior class is meeting at 1:00
o'clock in the Little Theatre to participate in the first voting for their
choice for dedication of the book.

"The Two Strangers", and Dorothy
Maulsby '43. a humorous short story
on the problems of burying a cat.
Other stories have been submitted by
John Donovan '42 and June Atkins
'43.
Repercussions of Dr. Mortimer J.
Adler's lecture of Oct. 27 are still evident in Donald Cheetham's essay,
"Reversion". A familiar essay on
home-sickness by Peter Debe '44
will also appear.
Poetry has been'submitted by Barbara Stanhope '42, John Sanborn '45,
David Sawyer '43, and Marie Radcllffe '44.
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The

BATES STUDENT
(FOUNDED IN 1873)
(Student Office • Tel. 37&2-J)
EDITOR
MANAGING EDITOR

(The Auburn New* • Tel. 3010)

,— „ (Tel. 8-3397)

RALPH F. TULLER '42

(Tel. 8-3398)

JOHN C. DONOVAN '42

Assistants: George Hammond '43, Elia SantUU '43, Marie Radclifte '44,
Evelyn Marsden '44, Nina Leonard '44, Bradley Dearborn '44, Itita SUvia
•44, Nancy Lord '45, Patricia Crane '45, Marjorie Gregoire '46.
NEW8 EDITOR

(Te|. 84121)

NORMAN J. BOYAN '43

Staff: Robert Archibald '43, Robert McNeil '43, Larry Bram "44, William
Crean '44, Francis Gingras '44, Donald Roberts '44, Michael Touloumtzia 44, John Ackeruian 45, Vaughan Hathaway '45, Wenvell James '46.
l-'orensics: David Nichols '42.
8PORTS EDITOR —

— (Tel. 8-3364) _« JACK STAHLBERGER '43

Staff: John Kobrock "44, Tod Gibson '44, William Crean '44, Vaino Saari
'44, George Hammond '43, Carl Monk '43, Phil Goodrich '44, Michael
loulouniuia '44, James Scharfenberg '42.
WOMEN'S EDITOR _

(Tel. 3206)

RUTH J. STEVENS '42

Reporters: Gladys Bickmore '42, Thera Bushnell '42, Dorothy Foster '42,
Dorothy Frost '42, Helen Martin '42, Barbara Moore '42, Irene Patten
'42, Harriet Gray 43, Phyllis Hicks '43, Elia Santilll "43, Madeline Butler '44, Eleanor Darling '44, Bradley Dearborn '44, Virginia Hunt '44,
Nina Leonard '44, Evelyn Marsden '44, Marie Radcliff '44, Rita Silvia '44,
Virginia Simons '44,, Ruth Synan '44, Frances Walker "44, Patricia
Crane '45, Nancy Lord '44, Jean MacKinnon '45, Marjorie Gregoire 45.
News Commentary: Dorothy Foster '42, Gladys Bickmore '42, Harriet
Gray '43, Elia Santilll '43.
WAA News: Martha LitUefleld '43.

Social Symphonies j Campus Camera
The campus had a comparatively
quiet week end with few guests and
week end trips. From Cheney House
comes the news that "Barb" Barsantee was home at Sanford practice
teaching, Ruth White spent the week
end at Conway, N. H, and Barbara
Stanhope was also away. "Nat" Webber entertained Sally Ann Adkin, a
sub-freshman from Beverly, Mass.
"Penny" Gates was the only one to
venture forth from Chase House. Shespent the week end at Brown University. From Milliken House we near
that Jean McCann visited in Massachusetts. "Dottle" Lyman left Wilson
to go home for the Christmas Holidays. "Glnny" Parsons entertained a
guest at Frye Street House in honor
of her birthday. Rand news includes:
Annie Momna at Colby; "AT Turner
and "Dot" Frost each at their respective homes for the week end; and
Jane Hathaway home until after the
Christmas holidays. "Francie" Cooper's parents were here for the week
end.

I7Ee7| |

FROM THE NEWS
By Harriett Gray '43

was made of the state
of the various sections ">
%
country. The unanimoug
was unity. New EM.,, * '
South, Middle West, No* '
North
and the West they have W
gotton about isolation, m
in opinions, and are laZ,?**
action. The most pop^k
'fa*
tion Is a grim intensltJ
mination rather than dis *J
citizens are volunt<»-efcrin
« ta<%
ually and in whole
In an effort to
wherever
can be useful.
'"'J

THIS NATION
NOT UNPREPARED
CLEAASON COLLEGE CADET,
CLAIMS TO BE THE WORLD'S
TALLEST COLLEGE STUDENT
HE IS TV IN HEIGHT AND
WEIGHS A MERE 30Z LBS.

When war descended violently
upon us last week, there were
many who thought that, because
our schedules of production were
far ahead of our actual supplies,
we were almost totaUy unprepared for this war. This is far
from the actual truth. Our coun
try is far from defenseless. Although at the onset of the war
we were said to have lost several
ships, these have been replaced,
and at this point the United
States is superior to Japan on
every count except the numbers
of cruisers.
The rate at which our army
and navy is being expanded Is a
military secret, but it is far larger than anyone Imagines. At the
present, sea power is the most
potent factor in our arms program; on last Sunday, when the
war began, the United States had
seventeen battleships and fifteen
under construction. It had seven
aircraft carriers and eleven in
the process, also thirty-seven
cruisers in service and fifty-four
being built
The growth of the army has
been phenomenal, even in a period of peace, and today it has
barely started on the road to
maximum force, although it Is already important in size, discipline, and striking power. Even
conservatives are willing to admit that in a year and a half of
peace time, our preparation has
gone farther toward arming itself for war than did the country
in the last war period up to the
time the armistice was-signed.

WAR CENSOR
PROBLEM

I

a

In Jrar time there m
must be a certain cen80tshi "J
news and official inIo ' "
This presents a problem ^
its ramifications and dimcullies
At present the power of cenior
ship is being administered by a»
Navy and the offce of coordinate
of Information and as it becomes
more unified in its actioa ^
power will have to become centered in one place and will have
to work by one set ol rules.
Many newspapers have offered
voluntary censorship as they at
in the last war. However, there
needs to be a correlation between
the various government departments and the pre*i. There are
many trained newspapermen in
the censorship service and their
work is indlspenslble
It is hoped that the United
States will profit by the mistakes
of the last war in the censorship
problem. At that time the rulei
against giving casualties w«
carried to the extreme. It will be
many weeks before the system
wiU. be working smoothly, but
the hope Is that progress will
soon be made in the direction of
a unified organization.

CHAPEL QUOTES
Tuesday, Dec. 9
President Gray
"The Japanese bombs at Pearl
Harbor did more than KILL 1500 peoJ.H.HENICA,
ple, sink a battleship; they dispelled
63 YEAR OLD MEAD OF THE
the dream world of wishful thinking
GA.TECH V-OOD SHOP. USES
in which we thought that this was
A BOOTABLE MICROPHONE
WHEN HE LECTURES.
BUSINESS MANAGER
(Tel. 8-3398) _^ CHANDLER BALDWIN '42 not our war, that we might escape.
ADVERTISING MANAGER
(Tel. 8-3398) _. GEORGE CHALETZKY '42 But, most of all, these falling bombs
created a national unity unequalled in
CIRCULATION MANAGER
(Tel. 3952-J)
JOSEPH HOWARD *42 our entire history."
Thursday, Dec. 11
Staff: Howard Baker '43, Stephen Bartlett '44, Richard Becker '43, Daniel
Mr. Rademaker
Bootbby '44, Albert Geller '45, Robert Goodspeed "44, Betty Haslam '46,
"The opening of the Japanese camDavid Kellsey '44, Bonnie Laird '44, Barbara Littlefield '45, Anne Locke
paign in Manchuria opened a road to
By John Ackerman '45
'44, Richard Love '45, Arnold Leavitt '43, Paul Mulhearn '45, Harold
Ethiopia, Poland, Czechoslovakia and
Sparks '44, Jerome White '46, Donald Smart '44.
To the avid readers of today's article on popular songs is Included;
Russia. We sat back and watched In- STUDENT, the STUDENTS of years "After the Ball is Over", "Maggie
terestedly. We sold to the Japanese, gone by would seem rare curiosities. Murphy's Home", and "Sweet Rosie
REPRESENTED FOR NftTlONs.t. /...'.
..NO BY
material which killed 15,000,000 Chi- In the January, 1884, issue, for exam- O'Grady" were hits that the jitterPublished weekly during the college"" National Advertising Service, Inc. nese men, women and children. But
ple, the editors prefaced the paper bugs of '98 swung to.
• • •
year by the StudenU of Bate* College
<Mh»PtHUtnK*rmm*im
then Japan did not threaten us. Can with a self-conscious promise to the
420 MADISON Ave.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
As the 1900's swung into the past,
REACTIONS
OF COUNTRY
a
policy
of
force
get
for
Japan
the
CHICAGO • Bosioa • Lot Aaoim • SA« FIAACIICO
friends of the STUDENT to do their
TOWARD WAR
economic sustenance she desires in "feeble, though faithful best". Also sentimental stories about children
In war time the real moral
spite of harm done to other countries? in this long-dead issue was a caustic who, one way or another, saved locomotive
engineers
from
the
embarassstrength
of a nation is best
Will
we
be
big
enough
to
consider
Member
Entered ae eecond-claea matter at
denouncement of the students' habit
after the war, those'Japanese who de- of criticizing "their struggling col- inent of dropping their train and
shown. To prove this fact a test
the
Poet
Office,
Lewleton,
Maine
Plssocided Golle6icrle Press
sired peace? Will we be willing to lege". Then came another complaint; themselves into a creek de-bridged by
Distributor of
Fate and the young author, appeared
help and cooperate, or will we give
Subscription
it seemed thatlhe boys were cheating to grace the STUDENT'S pages. Sothem nothing? God, see that we treat
Cblle&iaie Digest
$2.50 per year In advance
ing with unburdened consciences. A norous articles on vast and awe-inthe American Japanese with respect
message of inspiration that carries spiring themes were common; If
and courtesy for their loyalty to
through the years to our 1941 band Is these topics were assigned as theme
By Robert McNeil '43
America."
included: "Blow away, boys! though topics today, they would floor all but
Hold The Home Front
Saturday, Dec. 13
In the year 1930 the Bates Teach-ture. With these preliminary steps
fUscordant sounds often reach the an iron-tough senior English major.
It's been easy to get panicky
David Nichols '42
ers' Placement Bureau was organized completed the bureau goes into
in clear thinking. If we take adsanctum,
we patiently await the day By 1914 More
during the last week and a half.
vantage of these extraordinary
"Canadians seem to be 100% befor the express purpose of aiding action.
when practice shall have made you News Appears
Perhaps we've had something to
times, and if we shirk the responhind the war effort, and I think that
graduates and alumni find teaching
Circulars are sent to principals and
perfect. A little vigorous effort . . .
Around 1914, the STUDENT begau positions. Its work since then has superintendents, who, when they have
get panicky about. But now the
sibilities of normal life, we are
the militaristic influence has a good
cannot fail of good results". This is- to carry more news and fewer artifirst surprising shock has begun
being untrue to our position as
deal to do in forming opinion in Cansue was dripping with such fine tea cles. College news began to make the helped Bates to rank high among the a vacancy, flfl out curcis, giving the
to wear off, and we are slightly
ada."
college men and women. It cantures as a lengthy dissertation on STUDENT a newspaper in the real New England colleges in placing its subjects to be taught, and tne qualiamazed to discover that college
not be emphasized too strongly or
ties desirable in the teacher, with
Martin Luther; the STUDENT was sense of the word. What stories do graduates in this field. But before
life goes on pretty much in the
too often that our greatest serdescribing its functions and methods, salary, cost of living. To them are
quite
academic
In
those
one-and-weCLUB NOTE8
same familiar patterns, even in a
survive this Johnstown flood show tet us look back and see what prob- sent the particulars about the candivice to the war effort will be our
The clubs have been very active hope-not-forgotten days.
nation at war. Daily assignments
vast improvement; the poems, alas,
ability to keep our heads when
Another issue of the same decade do not Embryo Shelleys still give lems confronted the graduate a dozen date who has been notified about the
this week with Christmas parties.
aren't any more exciting today
everyone else seems to have gone
vacancy, and letters of recommendayears ago.
Tuesday night, Dec. 9, the French brightly comments that the Boston birth to poems which sound as
than they were eleven days ago
mad.
tion
which are confidential, seen only
Club members were entertained In Daily Post has been put on the read- though their authors were influenced
Previous to 1930, the service was
That is as it should be. HysWe're all behind the war efby
their
writers and the bureau. It h
ing
room
list
"so
as
to
give
both
sides
the Women's Union. Also the Latin
teria is of little value, both in
by "How They Brought the Good not well organized. A small card was up to the candidate to apply tor the
fort. That Is a fact which we
during
the
coming
election".
What
a
Club
had
a
meeting
in
Libbey
Forum.
filled
out
with
a
few
details
concernpreparing for war and in fighting
News From Ghent to Aix", In Days
take so much for granted that it
Thursday. Dec. 11, from 6-6 o'clock concession for Maine Republicans! of Old, When Knights Were Bold", ing the applicant who asked for let- job by mail or to interview the prina war. But, unfortunately, the
hardly needs to be menioned.
La Petite Academy sang chorals in Dr. Lawrence's "No Cure, No Pay, and "Curfew Shall NOT Ring To- ters of reference from various fac- cipal personally. Quite often the regcomparative nonchalance with
Some Of us may regret the steps
Libbey Forum.
Cough Balsam" Is frequently mention- night". We wonder what disease it ulty members. For the most part, the istrant will himself find a position
which we now seem to be acceptthat have led us Into the war,
open in which case he writes to the
ing the war situation may only
Monday night, Dec. 16, the Macfar- ed in little filler ads; perhaps the edi- was that inlected these bygone Bates student discovered a job for himself.
most of us sense the futility of
bureau asking that his papers be «»'
tors
used
it.
Fruity
poems
are
inbe caused by the fact that we
lane Club met in Rand Reception
journalists that they permitted such Some graduates registered with com- to a certain superintendent. But again
trying to prove Right through
have not yet been able to grasp
Room for their Christmas party. The serted between more austere articles t entimental stuff to be included in the mercial agencies for teachers and
Might, and all of us are disilluthe applicant must follow this op
the full significance of our presCA Cabinet met at Thorncrag that on chess, atheism, and a report of a STUDENT in the name of poetry. were required to pay five per cent
sioned about the "glories of batwith a personal contact.
trip
to
Bath.
The
old
STUDENTS
ent condition.
same
night
tle. But now we're in this thing,
Photos are now included; there is a of their first year's salary to the
The Politics Club members were show a regrettable weakness with re- shot of a ramrod-stiff debating squad agency if it secured a position for Credit Due
and we're resolved to see It
Despite Pearl Harbor, and deProf. McDonald
through to the end.
entertained
in the Women's Union spect to poetry; every one of these In white tie and tails (Messra Quim- them.
spite air raid alarms in Boston,
Professor R. A. F. McDonald. «
early
Issues
carries
some
would-be
That resolve is going to be conlast night, ana the Christian Service
by. Buck, and Nichols, please note). Alumni Aid
the whole affair still somehow
head of the department of Education
Byron's sugary lyrics.
tinually strengthened during the
Club
met
In
Rand
Reception
Room
One
article
tells
us
that
in
the
earlyoupports Bureau
smacks to us of unreality. It will
Poems, Songa
and director of the bureau, has done
bitter months and years ahead.
for their Christmas party.
days at Bates, Parker was a co-edu
At the present time the placement much toward increasing its effectivetake us a little while longer beAppear
In
1898
The dull, unreal shock is going
cational dorm with the coeds in the
Tonight, Dec. 17, the Phil-Hellenic
fore our quietly collegiate lives
The STUDENT for January, 1898, south end. There was also a three- IS"—-* m ' *y* effiCient ba8is- ness. With his constant contact with
to disappear, and while well
Club is being entertained by Mrs.
are made really war conscious.
starts off with a snappy, press-smok- foot wall to prevent the lads from Since it is supported almost entirely the schools and teachers, he is oftenprobably not duplicate the exuChase atNhe YWCA. The Jordan
by the alumni, the registration
But when war really does come
berant enthusiasm of twentySclentifiic Society celebrates at ing story called "Shakespeare's Dra- taking undue advantage of this happy charge is only two dollars which pays times able to secure positions for ■"
to Bates—when some of our intimatic
Skill
As
Shown
in
the
'Merfour years ago, we all are going
coincidence. This Issue also deplores for the clerical work Involved. In students. This personal contact *"*
Thorncrag, while the German Club
mate friends and relatives start
chant
of
Venice.'"
More
poems
are
both the studenU and the employ*"
to have an increasing desire to
the fact that because of different
has its Christmas meeting; In the Woto get those letters which begin
included for unfathomable reasons courses, the eds and coeds "no long- comparison to the five per cent fee is one of the distinct advantages I
"do
something",
to
take
some
men's
Union.
"The War Department deeply reof the commercial agency, such help Bates Teachers' Placement B"16*"
known only to the editors; these ly- er have common meeting- places .
kind of an active part In the
Tomorrow evening. Lambda Alpha
grets to inform you . . . "—when
Is a godsend to the student who has over the commercial placement W
rical fragments cover all and any
struggle. A number of us are try
is having a supper meeting In the imaginable subjects and are as full and interests". We are glad to report practicaUy emptied his pockets to sethe tragedy of war finally strikes
ing to be very active—with guns
papers
of «-~"
those who have
— • The
~ *.. .^ i'**
a"- • •* ***
that this Indeed lamentable situation cure that education which will be the reaus.
Town Room.
home to us, we may suddenly find
of com as a slio. In one issue, a good does not exist in 1941.
been placed are kept up-to-date an
—but a college education should
ourselves going off the deep end
means of his livelihood.
have taught us that there Is more
fessor whose judgment you reoftentimes the bureau can aid a P* _
into hysterical foolishness.
to fighting a war than piloting a
spect. President Gray has said,
In February the seniors and alumni uate In securing a much belt* P°"
This is what President Gray Is
plane or steering a tank. When
and tomorrow morning's Chapel
begin to join the bureau. The appli- tion.
warning us against In his letter
By Dorothy Maulsby '43
we are called to battle, we'll go
speakers will repeat, that every
cation blank of the bureau has been
Since its organization la l930,
which appears on the first page
without a whimper, but nntil then
member of the faculty Is anxious
The curtain rises on a grave of holrevised several times, mainly through bureau has placed, through it5
West" and history lessons whicn tell
of this paper. He wants us to
"the wisest thing for everyone to
to be of whatever service he can
low oak trees. The grizzly bears
the efforts of Mr. Rowe and Professor efforts, about fifty per cent of m u
you how England built up her great
keep cool, to use our brains
do is to stick to his college
in straightening out our problems.
slumber on seraphically after the first
McDonald, who is the dirctor of the istrants and has indirectly <"*" ^
empire and homesickness and the
which are supposed to be trained
work".
Perhaps all we need is the opporTeachers' Placement Bureau. The to many others. According t»
lap of their winter shut-eye session,
.
sudden
realization of the pettiness of
tunity to get something off our
but your stage manager's "Student"
present form includes information Port for the year 1940 *>"*~ .
our petty grievances and our ques
ta)
chest,
to
ease
our
minds
of
the
alarm has just belched a mighty peal,
pertinent to the applicant's ability to Miss Hansel, secretary of &* l
Value Of Good Advice
tions, questions, questions,, and the
tensions that hare been building
so
here
she
Is
emerging
from
her
teach certain subjects. Personal In- ment Bureau, twenty-six ot *e
Suppose, however, that despite
should we enter? Should we voldarkness all around. A pretty world,
up in the past few days. We
formation,
references as to salary de- three graduates of the das* Of 1»W
scene
of
contrasts.
Colored
lights
and
our earnest desire to keep cool in
unteer, or should we wait until
this small immediate one here- glismight feel a lot better if we only
sired, location, kind of position, sub- who registered with the bureau n
sojft stnains of "Hark the Herald tening snow and jln
a world at war, we find ourselves
we are drafted?
g]Ing ^ and
had a chance to talk to aomeone,
jects he prefers to teach and other
Angels
Sing"
and
harsh
headlines
and
confronted with problems to
There is one answer to all
oeen placed in teaching P°3itic
gentle smiles and friends and organ
to someone who might not be
subjects which he can teach are ask- ready and the majority of the rest
tense -students and" Christmas tree
which there seems to be no anthese questions: GO TO SOMEmusic and Johnnie Marsh's voice fill- ed for. Personal references from his
other
able to solve our problems, but
garnlshers and draft-filler-outers and -ng the chapel and 8tralM
swer? Suppose the rapidly shiftONE WHO KNOWS. If you want
acquired positions through
^
would at least understand them.
professors
are
also
required.
With
the
closed
books
on
blaring
radios
which
d
ing draft situation promises to
factual information, go to the Ofmusic and carol-slnglng In the Union increased demand for teachers who sources. With the big pay of * £
The profs, of course, aren't any
tell us at once that there are nine
cut our college career short?
jobs luring many teachers and P£
fice of the President, where all
and good books to read and Jokes to
more familiar with the final word
can coach debating or athletics or In- spective teachers into defense *°
more shopping days until you-know
Suppose an army enlistment
the latest material on the draft
'ausb at and dances and swing and
than we are, but they do have the
and that there are three more battlestruct in music or dramatics,- there calls to fill vacancies have f»r BUT
looms as the solution to a heavy
Is available. The President's Ofgardenias and pajama parties and hot
Judgment
that
comes
only
have been added to the application passed those of any other yearships
sunk.
Tears
and
long-distance
burden of college expenses? Supfice is also always ready to offer
coffee and three more days to vacathrough experience. And they
her»
telephone calls and letters from FlorWank questions concerning one's expose we have personal problems
helpful assistance in determining
teac
really are a pretty decent lot So
tion. And the other world T This tra-curricular activities an any spe- far this year 219 calls forburea
ida
and
people
asking
you
what
you
d
—should we join up next spring,
any student's exact status in the
have been received by the
"e
if you're worried, If you're afraid
want for Christmas and heartening stage is closed to such performances. cial talents he might have. It la often comparison with last year's ave
or should we try to find a Job?
draft.
But oblivious? No!
you're getting panicky, go talk
editorials and defense stamps and the
this special ability that la the decid- figure of 148. This may seem to
Should we give up all thoughts of
And if you're personally upset
it over with someone. It may
Isn't the Varsity Club aware that
Virginia
reel
and
cynics
and
philosing factor in securing & position. To cate that jobs are easy to get but^
marriage until the war is over?
—about anything—don't be afraid
save a lot of crying over spilled
ophlzers and bravery and terror and a woman prefers her male companion the registration blank la attached a recommend that you register with
What branch of the service
to ask for advice from any promilk.
half cave-man and half cave-In? Then
the timely masterpiece "Flight to the
Photograph of the applicant as em- Teachers' Placement Bureau and
(Continued on page four
ployers usually deair. to ae. his plo- possibilities win be much better.

Poems, Treatises Fill
Pages Of Early 'STUDENT

Placement Bureau Helps Future
Pedagogues Find Positions
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Jark

And N. E. Down Bobcats Meet JUC
SPORT
In
First
Home
Game
Ljsity Basketeers

SHOTS 1917-18 Saw Reduced
Athletic Program

By JACK STAHLBERGER '«

goyan Garners
lPoint Total
Lo Contests
'* ^dins at one time in both
%»m Bates Bobcat quin|^l»»spa>r of week end efsetts, dropping" Fri-.ir to Clark University
W'orcesster and Saturday
1
vortheastern 52-34 in the

lew-

peAngelis. new
Garnet
{,vel,e men in the opener
to collect a victorious
stiefflPt
le
7t\vas in vain, once his
[^tossed away a 16-10 lead
Vr p0
possessed at the end of
chapter. With Strezlecki
1 ^8COriug at will throughout
/fcird and fourth quarters
half-time
Ed into a 30-22
outscored the Bobcats in
I period to take a 50-30 lead.
i^ one of the leading scorers
J*^, basketball for the past
* as. racked up a grand total
. iat;\vhile Shopes was but a
L -,-ith 22. Douglas Stantial,
Lre deadeye of the DeAngells
fLo, opened his varsity hoop
Ll'pacing ^e losers with six
L Kara Boyan, the veteran
i performed brilliantly though, evening and accounted for
btke Bates total. Al Wight,
E string center, and Jack Mc,of Naugatuck, Conn., a senior
|Mbed 'die last winter after
. ball in his sophomore year,
|tfo other boys who helped the
t offensive cause with their five
|u points respectively.
^

m

gelis opened the season with
and Stantial at the forwards,
i McSherry in the rear court
lie big. battling Norm Johnson
later. Before the unsuccessful
; bad ended, however, he ushi the whole squad of 12 which
| the southern trip.
fch a game's worth of experience
ltd under their belts, the Cats
peyed a lew miles east into Bostor an encounter with the greatly
roved Northeastern team on SatR. For three periods, the Lewls»wntet amazed the Hub City
stans by holding down the exseed Jimmy Dunn sharpshootBoyan commenced early in
|opening stanza to toss baskets
till angles and, after a brief
istern 9-2 lead, led his team to
point of the home club at
lad of the half. Three early bas|by this same Boyan gave the
h a short-lived 29.27 lead In the
I period, but, from that time on
Fionas, Ed Sitarz and Mike Az
| look things in their own hands
lliled up point after point to es

[Murphy's

Coach Jimmy
DeAngells'
roadweary Bobcats will open their home
court season at the Alumni Gym,
Thursday evening with American International College supplying th» opposition. The Bates frosh will provide
th3 curtain raiser in a "tilt with the
potentially strong Portland Junior
College quintet.

By Phil Goodrich '44
I
It is remarkable how radically the country needs well-developed physiNow
that
the
United
States
is
entrance of the United States into cal specimens—not only for military
the world conflict has changed the duty, but also for industry and the once more caught in the swirl of a
var the effect of which will be felt
outlook of the average student. A home.
Athletics also develop the spirit of by everyone of us in one way or anweek ago the most Important probProspects for the skiing team are
lem for many of us was getting in cooperation. One learns to subordi- other,, perhaps you are wondering Just
how this war will affect the athletic dimmer this winter than they have
that important paper or thesis, mak- nate his own personal gain for the
ing preparations for Christmas work, achievement of the goal of the team picture here at Bates. Right at this been for several seasons. Out of last
early stage of the war it would be year's Carnival winning team. Coach
Little is known about the calibre or catching up on long-neglected as- as a whole. He comes to understand
difficult to forecast exactly how our Win Durgin has but one returning letthat
the
performance
of
his
Individof the Aces, as the boys from Spring- signments. All this was changed, or
various athletics win be influenced by terman, Dave Sawyer. Julie Thompual
duty
to
the
best
of
his
ability,
rather
blasted
out
of
our
fields
of
held are called, except that they have
the present and ever increasing war -on n'42 is in the army. BiU Lever
lost games to Clark, decisive victor concentration, by the news of the even if unapplauded and unsung, is effort Maybe we can grasp some idea
was lost through graduation Wally
of the utmost importance. Also along
bombing
of
American
territory
and
over the Bobcats, and Boston Unithis line is the ability to get along of what' our sport life at Bates will Flint planned to transfer to Minnethe
consequent
declarations
o(
war
versity, which seems to have come up
well with other people that athletic be like by taking a glimpse of Bates' sota but is now flying for the Army.
with a strong five this season. AIC that followed.
athletics during our participation in
At the present time there are no
The change that came over every- participation teaches. The unity and
was beaten by Clark by 8 points and
the last World War. Let's turn the definite dates for ski meets, except
one was as great as it was under- cooperation of all the people of the
dropped their game with BU by 13.
calendar back to 1917-18 to see just the Winter Carnival which will probstandable. No longer did we worry country is self-evident.
Ciark hammered the inexperienced
what
our athletic teams were doing ably feature a dual meet with UniverThe athletically active person usuabout papers, Jobs, and assignments.
Bobcats by 26.
then.
ally
learns
another
very
important
sity of Maine. Maine has also ofOur thoughts began to turn toward
While on the roa"a, the Bobcats draft numbers, enlistment, and the ef- ability. That is, the ability to take it Four Football
fered to sponsor the ISU Meet at
showed they have "developed a habit fect of our country's course of action and come back for more. In the slang Games In 1917
Bridgton, which Bates sponsored last
CoUege started in 1917 with the U. year, but as yet there have been no
which has hampered Garnet fives of on us. Perhaps because of a rather of the street it is known as "guts"—
recent seasons—the ability to do well dose connection with athletes and a very descriptive and handy woid in S. almost six months at war. The specific dates agreed upon.
There
■n the early stages of a contest and athletics, the writer's thoughts also this case. The ability to take a lick- football team of this year under may be a so-callel JV Meet In which
then iall apart later. In both the turned to the effect of the war upon ing and come back for more is im- Coach Royce Purinton had only four any person who hasn't won his letter
Clark game and the disaster with athletics here and elsewhere and mensely important to us at this time games scheduled, one with the 13tb would be eligible.
ior, as any thinking person knows, all Company of Fort Baldwin and the
Northeastern the Garnet courtsters 'heir place in our lives.
The list of candidates includes Franother three with the State Series
got oft to good Starts only to come
The result of this thought was a our encounters in this war are not
cis Jones, John Grimes, George Kolteams. Bates, with a shortage of reapart at the seams In later stages. Lfirm conviction that now is the time going to be victories. We will have to
stad. Howie Baker, Harry RobinBon,
serves, managed to eke out a 6 to 0
This was especially true in the North- for an increased athletic program, not learn how to pick ourselves up after
David Sawyer, George Sdinmernirj^
victory over Maine before it lost to
eastern game in which the Bobcats only in our schools but at all stages being floored and wade in with ever
pnd Perry Stone. Jones is the only
Bowdoin
and
tied
Colby.
Interclass
held a lead up until the middle of the of life. This moment seems to me to increasing determination.
one who has seen actual intercolleLastly, but by no means least im- football was also a popular part of giate competition. Since all candithird quarter only to lose by 16 be a fine opportunity to clearly demthe sports program and an innovation
points.
onstrate the value of athletic partic I portant, is the recreational value In
dates lack experience there will be
in winter physical work was offered
athletics.
With
our
nation
working
plenty of hard work ahead in ironing
NORMAN BOYAN *43
The team showed itself to be in pation.
in winter football practice. Of course
The chief basis for this belief is longer hours under trying conditions
out many rough spots. Any person
need of more work on passing espebasketball
had
not
yet
become
a
part
and emotional strains the need for a
the
knowledge
that
activity
of
this
who has done any skiing whatsoever
cially. The boys were inclined to hold
of our athletic piograin.
recreational outlet Is very evident.
will be welcomed by Coach Durgin.
the ball too long, move it too slowly kind develops participants physically.
In the spring of "17 all track dates
This little discussion, while it mayIt
builds
bodies
and
makes
them
capaand failed to pass when the moment
were cancelled because of the war.
Approximately one hundred and fifty
ble of standing the injuries and the be very superficial in scope, was
was opportune. Coach DeAngells has
During the indoor track season of '18
written with the hope that it would
male students of Bates were Inducted
shocks
that
are
bound
to
be
a
part
of
been working the boys all week in an
make the reader conscious of the track relations were suspended be- into this organization as soldiers of
this
period
of
stress.
It
gives
one
the
effort to clear up faulty tactics. •
cause of no coach. It may be of some
the U. S. Army. Thus, for the first
ability to recuperate from these in- value of athletics to him, as to all
interest to note that the captain of
members
of
the
nation,
during
this
time Bates was not represented by a
juries and shocks at an amazingly
the spring track team in addition to
Varsity. The SATC, however, formed
rapid rate. It is obvious that our time of emergency.
his duties in this capacity, acted also
a post team to take the place of the
as coach of the team. There was,
Varsity. There is no record of any
however, an lnterclass Track Meet
coach for this team which maybe acThe Winter Season in WAA will
held In the City Hall but no outdoor
counts for the fact that not once did
interclass competition. Rather amusstart the Monday after vacation, so
they taste victory, losing successivelet's take a look at the sports that
ing is the fact that there was an inly to the SATC teams of Bowdoin,
Going
into
the
last
lap
of
the
will be offered. There will be skiing
termission to this meet held in the
Maine, New Hampshire State, and to
Despite the fact that the freshman
and skating if Old Man Winter does Christmas Relays, Coach Thompson's
City Hall in which a wrestling bout,
quintet
is
scheduled
to
play
the
Portthe Portland Naval Reserves. This
his duty. You can ski or skate when- records show the seniors have a subof jiu jitsu were staged by Bates stuland Junior College five tomorrow
particular season the first game waa
stantial
lead
over
the
juniors,
while
ti boxing match, and a demonstration
ever the spirit moves you as long as
night as a preliminary affair before
not scheduled until Oct. 26th.
the
sophomores
and
freshmen
trail
you stay out at least a half hour each
dents.
the Varsity-American International
One cannot help but wonder Just
far
behind
in'that
order.
This
afterTennis Team Top*
time. Credit is not given for a combigame, basketball fans will have to
what Bates would be like without parnoon's
concluding
events
will
decide
During War Years
nation of skiing and skating—it must
ticipating in the traditional State Sewait until after the holidays to get a
be four hours of one or the other. A the issue, though those who have
If the war affected the tennis teams
real look at the team.
ries and many other of its sporting
been
following
the
competition
bein these two years at all, it did so
tdgn-up slip will be posted on the door
events. We can only hope that athlelieve
the
cause
of
the
Juniors
a
lost
Since Art Smith and Tony Drago, for the best. In both years Bates was
of Rand Gym. "Lib" Stafford '42 Is
tics
will continue to prosper on our
1
two valuable Coifs in the five's de- crowned State Champs in both sinthe manager. Eleanora Keene '42 will one.
campus even in spite of this new
The
seniors
owe
their
lead
to
the
fense and ofTense, Will not be avail- gles and doubles competition.
coach skiing for anyone interested in
world-Wide conflict, for the teaching
In the spring of '17 questions were
instruction. The time will be announc- efforts of ironmen Dave Nickeraon, able for the opener, Coach Artie BelJohnny Sigsbee, Irving Mabee, and liveau will have to use a makeshift raised as to whether to continue base- of good sportsmanship is to be an esed later.
Jim Scharfenberg. These are the only line-up. These two have obtained Jobs ball because of the world conflict. It sential part of the democratic way of
• • •
Hfe.
members of the class of '42 to appear, during vacation.
was finally decided, however, to play
lnlx-i class basketball will bo the
and they show themselves to be pothe games scheduled, and the team
indoor sport offered this season.
John Whitney remains to take care
tential Jim Thorpes by their versaunder Coach Purinton after winning
1'nese gomes are always peppy and
tility. Though they garnered most of of the center position, and Jack Joyce its first game took a sudden reversal
arouse a lot of enthusiasm. The
their points by placing first in the pnd Fred Barry each represent a for- in form and lost all of the next seven
CARL MONK '43
coach will be a member of the Bas
four relays that have already been ward and guard, respectively. The games. In January, 1918, Coach Purketball Club. Marty Littlefleid '43 is
other two positions are a matter of
run, their names appear among those
inton enlisted in the YMCA service,
tabllsh the 18 point margin by" which the manager. Practices will be held
speculation, although Tra'ton Mendall
who placed in events ranging from
and Harry Lord '08 took over the Opp. Post Office Tel. 1115-M
Northeastern won. Pajonas, whom all in Band Gym at i.'o. The day has not the shot put to the high jump. For may have an excellent chance to be coaching duties in baseball. The prebaseball and basketball fans will re- been decided on yet Watch the bulle- instance, Dave Nickerson, wandering the other forward. In practice ses- viously elected manager of this team
tin board for further announcements
(Contlnued on page four
far from his familiar grounds, placed sions he's been a standout on the sec- enlisted before the start of the seaconcerning these sports or consult second in the high hurdles and the ond five. Probably even Artie doesn't
son and one of the players was callyour Junior Board member If you
shot put, tied lor third in the high know this early what his plans are as ed into the Service after playing two
have any questions.
jump, ran in all of the relays, and yet. However, the squad will go all games. There was also as this time a
KB USeON 5t ▼ tEBaSTON.MS.
• • •
very successful Twilight League on
was persuaded only with difficulty
out in an endeavor to present Coach
Now back to this season!
The to restrain himself from learning
campus consisting of four student
freshmen and Juniors played the first pole vaulting for Monday's event. The Delliveau with his first coaching tri- teams.
class game of volleyball this week. spirit of the other three has been umph.
Not until the fall of 1918 did the THE HOME OF TA8TY PASTRIES
war bring about a decidedly marked
The sophs and seniors are having equally strong.
lead of the seniors. Only the medley change in our athletic program. On
their last practice tomorrow. Since
The position of the juniors is due
the sophomores do not have enough more to the weaknesses of the other relay and the thirty-five pound weight October 1st the government introLet Us Mak« Your Party Pastry
players to make a team, the seniors two classes than to their own merits. are left, departments in which the duced the Student Army Training 10 Park St
Tel. 4S20
Lewiston
Corps in the colleges of this country.
will play the winner of the frosh- They took second place in three of class of '?2 is particularly strong.
junior encounter after vacation.
the relays and a few firsts in other
•
•
•
events, but they lack the balance to

HOOPSTERS

W. A. A. NEWS

Lack Of Veterans Dims
Snowmen's Prospects

Ironmen Keep Seniors
Ahead In Xmas Relays

Frosh Five Opens
Season Tomorrow

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street"
Pastry Of All Kinds

DlOTttS

YOUR JEWELER! 11

Defy Old Man Winter With
One Of Our Smart

Gienwood Bakery

SKI SUITS - $12.95 up
Wind-proof and Water-repellent

T. J. Murphy Fur Co.

| f Ash Street,
Lewiston
Tel. 2143-2144-3272

Manufacturers National Bank
Lewiston Maine

So much interact has been shown
in Modern Dancing that it will be
offered again in the Early Spring
Season. Tomorrow is the last practice for this season.
•
•
•
Seven houses have bad teams in
tb e Interdorm Bowling Tournament
which ends Friday. Three houses are
competing In the finals. They are
Cheney which scored an average of
75 in the third round and Mitchell
end Hacker who fled in the third
round with a 76.
• •

•

The WAA Board and the Junior AA
Board wlU meet tonight In Rand at
6:45 for a business meeting and barn
dancing.

ELMER W. CAMPBELL, '27

Plaza Grill

Assistant Cashier

Home of Good Food
Up-to-the-minute Soda
Fountain. Air-Coaditioned
Modern Booths
UNION SQUARE

hember Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

LEWISTON

TEL. 1*W

give them superiority over the seniors. Minert Thompson and Ken Lyford. two stellar performers, have not
been able to compete, which lessens
the chances of .their teammates. Outstanding for the third year men are
Norm Tufts, who placed first in both
low and high hurdles and second in
the high jump, Johnny Grimes, Gordon Corbett, and John Marsh, who
have done well in the relays.
Of the other two classes Bert
Smith of the sophomores and Don
Bentley of the yearling* "deserve special mention as consistent pointgetters. Other dependable performers
are Don Roberts, Hal Hoskins, Ed
Sasse and John Dyer, all of the class
of '44. Other first places in the relays
went to Ken Lyford in the broad
jump. Bruce" Park in the high Jump,
and Bill Crean in the pole vault
As has usually been the case In
recent years, the Christmas relays
show that we have a few Individual
stars, but that the team has not the
depth necessary to win many meets.
Of tiose who may be counted upon
for future first places are Dave Nickerson and "Ike" Mabee In the middle
distance runs, and Johnny Sigsbee in
the weight department
_
This afternoon's competition will
probably serve only to Increase the

Experience proves that nothing takes the place of quality.
You taste the quality of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Again and again
you enjoy the charm of its delicious taste...and its cool,
clean after-sense of complete refreshment Thirst asks nothing more.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COIA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS INC.
39 Second St.
Auburn Maine
__

' i

You trust its quality

tMI tAttS •fOOSNT, WEDNESDAY, PgQEMBgR It, 1*1
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Twenty-one Lettermen Gain
AT THE THEATRES
Membership In Varsity Club
EMPIRE

After amusing the campus community
for close to two days with their
Wed. Thur». Frl. Sat.
unusual
costumes
and
humorDec. 17, 18, 19, 20
ous antics, twenty-one men were forWilliam Powell and Myrna Loy
mally initiated into the Varsity Club,
in "Shadow of the Thin Man".
men's letterman organization, laa*
Sun. Mon. Tuea. - Dec 21, 22, 23
Thursday night.
Don Ameche and Joan Bennett
Following the secret initiation cerein "Confirm of Deny".
monies, the newly inducted members,
their tormentors for the |past two
AUBURN
days, Mr. E. M. Moore, faculty advisor, and Coaches Pond and DeAngeDec. 18, 19, 20
lis. gathered in the corrective gymna"Broadway Limited" with Victor
sium for a short welcoming address
McLaglen and "Small Town Deb"
by President John SIgsbee and for rewith Jane Withers.
freshments.
Dec. 21, 22, 23, 24
The twenty-one men who joined the
"Design for Scandal with Waltei
ranks of the club* are the following:
Pidgeon and Rosalind Russell.
John Donovan, Gene Ayers, James
Scott, Walter Driscoll, Z. Robert Turadian of the class of "42; Charles
Howarth, Harlan Sturgis, Henrick
Johnson, Leishton Watts, William Buker, David Sawyer, John Grimes, Albert Wight. Roy Fairfield, Carl Monk,
Jewelry and Watch Repairing
Norman Marshall. Norman Boyan of
'43; Arnold Card, Joseph Larochelle.
79 Lisbon Street
Telephone 31? Cyril Finnegan, John Shea, Thomas
Young of '44.

Henry Nolin

GREYHOUND
TO

BOSTON
And All Points

CHRISTMAS IN BURMA
(Continued from paga ona)

the non-Christian festivals. Following
this was the program indoors, carols,
speeches, more songs — an endless
meeting. Finally the tree! Everyone
had a gift—a bag of candy, a celluloid doll from America, and one boy
proudly exhibited a large, shiny safety pin. We had quantities of gifts,
mostly eggs "by the yard", that is
wrapped end to end in long bundles
of straw and tied with bamboo strips.
Of course the feast climaxed the day's
events. I ate quantities of rice, served
like a bundle in banana leaves and
tied with the same bamboo strips.
Mtoher wouldn't let me eat the soup
(or curry). She saw them make it!
That Christmas night we unrolled
our bed rolls in an empty house,
emoty exiept for beautiful white rats
who watched us from the rafters and
scampered after the lantern was put
out. "Not a creature was stirring" except the white rats! Christmas! Well,
not "everywhere" but "every way".
SHEEAN LECTURE
(Continued from page ona)

Lausanne Conference, the Fascist
march on Rome, and the overthrow of
the Spanish monarchy.
After his marriage to Diana ForbesRobertson in 1935, he renounced his
interest in wars and tried settling
down to writing Action, producing
"San Felice", "Day of Battle", and
"Pieces of a Fan". "Not Peace but. a
Sword" and his current book, "Bird
of the Wilderness", are other well
known works of his. In March of 193S
he could no longer resist the pull of
international events, however, and he
was off to cover the civil war in
Spain and stayed on to witness the
Nazis march 'nto the Sudetenland.
He came back to America the following year, but returned to Europe
early in the spring of 1940, Just bel'ore the invasion of France and the
low countries. He was in France
when the Nazis conquered that country and went on to England to experience there the intense air attacks
of the late summer and early fall of
1940. He saw the blitz again during
the spring and summer of 1941. These
experiences give Mr. Sheean a broad
background upon which to base his
vivid lectures and his visit to the
campus is looked forward to with
great anticipation.

Noyes, English Poet,
Lectures Here In Nay

Open 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.

HOOD'S

Friday Dec. 19

DELICIOUS ICE CREAM
Now Being Sold at

YOOR BATES COLLEGE STORE

BILL
THE BARBER
far

Call GREYHOUND TERMINAL

Lewiston 52

Plans for the annual Winter Carnival and Hop, after m.d-year examinations ace already getting under,
way. John Lloyd "42 and Elizabeth
Moore '42, co-chairmen of the affair,
the highlight of the Bates winter season, have released the names of the
committee chairmen and their assistants.
Naturally the most important part
of the whole event besides the selection of the queen, Is the arranging for |
the Carnival Hop. Leighton Watts '43
and Jean Keneston '42 are co-chairmen, and working with them will be
David Nickerson '42, Norman Tufts
'43. Anne Bruemmer '42, Almon Fish
•44. Bradley Dearborn '44, Phyllis
Hicks '43, and Deane Hoyt '44.
Doris Lyman "43 and Howard Baker
'43 will be in charge of preparations
for the Coed Banquet with Miriam
Brightman '43. Henry Corey '43,
Thomas Howarth '43, and Frnacos
Walker 144 helping them. The Open
House at Chase Hall arrangements
will be made by Robert Curtis '42 and
I.ucy Davis '43, Thomas Doe '43 and
Ruth Carey '43 lending valuable aid.
The Chase Hall Dance, at which the
Queen will be crowned, committee is
headed by Lester Smith '43 and Barbnra T.ittlefield '43. and also consists
of Annie Momna '42, Barbara Moore
PHI BETA KAPPA
'44, Elbert Smith '44, and Ernest
(Continued from page one)
Jane Woodbury, Madison, N. H., Johnson '42. David Sawyer '43 and
besides actively participating in va- Judy Chick '42 have been chosen 10
rious Christian Association activ- lake charge of the snow-sculpture
ities, has also been on the Varsity contests.
Debate squad, is a member of the
Robert Archibald "43 and Elizabeth
Politics Club, was elected to Delta '.ever '44, aided by Nina Leonard '44,
Sigma Rho, national honorary debate Ruth Parkhurst '44, George Kolstad
society, and is now taking honors '43, Robert Landick '44, and Richard
work in Sociology.
Keach '44 are already drawing up
John Donovan, Student Council plans to make this year's all-college
representative for four years, and aKate the most picturesque of all that
current president of this body, also have been held.
has been treasurer of his class, was
Interdorm games are being prein one of the Robinson plays, on the pared by a committee headed by
Soph Hop committee, Ivy Day speak- Helen Mansfield '44 and James Macer. Sports Editor of the STUDENT, Murray '42, and consisting also of
is now Managing Edftor of the paper, Terry Foster '44, John Marsh '43, and
proctor, senior manager of baseball, Martha Burns '43. William Buker '43
on the Chase Hail committee.
and Charlotte Christofferson '43 are
Malcolm Jewell, Wellesley. Mass., taking care of securing prizes and
secured his numerals in frosh foot- awards for the winners of the particiball, was elected to Lawrance Chem- pants in the Interdorm Games.
ical Society, is a member of the CamPublicity will be in the hands of
era Club, and a Chemistry assistant, Mary Dederian '43. aided by Norman
and is taking honors work in that Lloyd '44. Nancy Gould '43, Dorothy
subject
t
Foster '42, Eugene Woodcock '45, and
John Lloyd, now of New Haven, George Hoare '45.
Conn., but formerly of Worcester,
With so many already working
Mass., has also been actively conearnestly to prepare a Carnival secnected wtth CA work and the Outing
ond to none, the Bates student body
Club, being one of the Carnival Direcseems to be in store for a wecome
tors for this year. Besides* that he is
presfdent of the Politics Club, has and most interesting respite after
mid-year examinations.
been on the "Mirror" Staff, and won
the Coe Scholarship for the highest
ranking man in the class. He is tak- SCENE AROUND
ing honors in History and Govern(Continued from page two)
ment, and is an assistant in History. whose was the trophy that so tenderThe eighth newly-elected member ly wrapped Zeke in the furry cocoon,
is Glenn Meader of Dedham, Mass. He and have you ever seen such a hirhas been on the honors list since sute array of pedal extremities as exfreshman year, as have all of the oth- hibited by those same V. C. initiates?
ers, split the genera) scholarship Did you know the Wilson girls are
prize for the highest man in the merrily driving their pulchritudinous
sophomore class witj, Hartley Ray, selves to drink (well, hysteria, anyand is a member of Delta Phi Alpha, way) with those Yule-tide bells atone of the German clubs on campus. tached so Indiscriminately to their
anatomies?

The fourth and final lecturer in the
George Colby Chase lecture series is
Alfred Noyes, the distinguished English poet. It was announced recently
that he will speak here May •», W«.
on the subject "Poetry and Reality'.
Repeated Nazi bombardments of his
home on the Isle of Wight brought
Dr. Noyes, his wife and their three
children into temporary exile in Canada the latter part of the summer of
1940. There he toured the Dominion
for the National Council on Education
prior to his appearances in the United States.
Mr. Noyes' power as a lecturer is
attested to by the following statement made by the University of California in November, 1940, after his
appearance there: "We were completely spellbound from the moment
he started to speak. Evidently this
reeling was shared by the entire audience of six thousand which listened
more attentively than any University
meeting in our experience. The music
of the poetry and the robust interpretation of the poet held the crowd in
complete silence until the last
syllable had been spoken". His lecture promises to be one of the highlights of the 1941-42 lecture series.

Drop Into
THE QUALITY SHOP
143 College 81 • 9 mln. from Camput
Featuring Hamburg Sandwlchaa
Hot Ooga and Touted Sandwlchaa
Have You Triad Our Silas Cafraer

Leave Campus 12:15 P. M.

EDS and COEDS
Chaaa Hall • Hours: S-1S—1-S

EAT AT

STECKINO'S

for confirmation

SERVING

Italian & American
Foods
104 MIDDLE ST
LEWISTON
Where You Oat Large Dinner*
For Private Partiea Call SM4

The

Tickets and Reservations

Carnival Committees
Swing Into Action

Auburn

VARSITY BASKETBALL
(Continued from page three)

member for past deeds, dropped in
ten baskets and fbur foul tries for a
24 point total. Azzone tallied twelve
points, and as a result, two boys outscored the entire Bobcat five. Sophomore Eddie Sitarz. a high scoring
Hartford, Conn., center, added 13
more to give three Northeastern products all but three of their 52 point
sum.
Norm Boyan scored 19 points to
give him a respectable 28 for the two
games. Stantial was held to 3 points,
while McSherry remained consistent
with his six. Monk, Johnson and
Wight completed the Bobcat scoring
with three, two and one point respectively. Although* this so-called southern trip proved not too successful, DeAngelis is looking for better results
as the season moves on, and as his
team acquires experience.
COLLEGE STREET

SHOE HOSPITAL

Greyhound Terminal

News

TEL. 52

DINE and DANCE

169 Main St.

Union Sq.

JOY INN
Amarlcan-Chlneao Roetaurarrt
Special Dally Dinner • S9o
All klnde of Chop Suoy to take out
SO Llabon St. • Tak • 104S • Lawtata*

The College Store
Mfar

All Kind, of Shea Repairing

BATES STUDENTS

87 Collage Street

at tfca

Your stage manager wonders why
Christmas tree light bulbs never
work, who did the symmetrical trimming Job on the Cheney-lawn eveigreen, who will be Carnival queen, if
the proctors didn't stuff themselves
joyfully with breakfast-goodies at the
Sunday A. M. Union repast so sumptuously provided by Mmes. Libbey
and Bisbee, when do we start having
blackouts, who's air-raid warden,
what to buy for Aunt Arabella, if
mid-years aren't beginning to swoop
near, vulture-like, where are the
snows of yesteryear (hi, Villon), why
there isn't a sort-of Pulitzer prize for
Little Theatre accomplishments such
as that last, and please—if there's a
Santa Claus? Curtains, while your
stage manager Stuffs for another hibernation. Any vitamin pills In the
house ?

STERLING
By Towlo, Qorham, LunL Wallace.
and Reed-Barton
PRIZE CUPS - CLOCKS
FOUNTAIN PENS - BILLFOLDS
Expert Watch Repairing

Barnstone-Osgood
Jewelera

Lewlaton

Main.

SEARS
Have The

SKIS
FINE QUALITY . RIDGE-TOP

PECK'S

CHRISTMAS CITY
TAKE HOME A
PAIR OF

ASH SKIS

SUPPERS

ALL LENGTHS - 6 to 7 foot

Peck's Christmas City M
Shop has slippers for J*
one. from Teddy Sets for uj
to warm, comfortable snPp.n
for grandma. Here are W '■
ideas.

$5.49 pr.
Top Quality
Hand Moulded Ridge-Top

HICKORY
6 ft. to 7 ft. Sizea

$7.95 pr.
Steel Edge Hickory
Expertly Chosen - at the low price
of

$10.98 pr.
Kandahar Cable
Binding . Cadmium Plated.

.... J

Jft>4.7o

WOMENS DAINTY
SLIPPERS . 98i
Warm, dainty, smart,.. to
trimmed rayon Eanun and
chenille D'Orsays ta B^
Blue. Wine and Rose. 52
4 to 9.

MENS LEATHER
SLIPPERS - . JJ 9|
Soft kid leather with flexible
leather soles and rubber heels.
Other men's slippers
S2.49 to $4

CHILDRENS
SLIPPERS - - Ji.29|
Cute two-snap leather slippers
in Brown, Red, Blue . . . also
zipper style in Blue or Red.
Sizes 8 to 3.

OTHER SKI BINDINGS
at $1.98 up
All

Ski

Bindinga Put On At

ANNUAL SALE OF RUBBERS
AND OVEHSHOES NOW
IN PROGRESS. SAVE!

Sears — FREE!

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE
OF SKI ACCESSORIES - SKATES
AND OTHER SPORTING GOODS

Milliken, Tomlinson Col

Sears Roebuck & Co.

Wholesale Grocers
I.G.A. Supply Depot|
and

212 MAIN STREET, LEWISTON
TEL. 5100

Superba Food Products I
11-15 Lincoln St. Lewiston

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY
AUBURN, ME.

TEL. SS1S

Aoent
RICHARD HORTON '42

R. W. CLARKI
Bates Own Druggist
Reliable-Prompt-Accurate
Courteous
TEL. 125

A Bates Tradition

Cor. Main & Bates Sts.

GEO. A. ROSS
SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM
ELM STREET
Bates 1*04

Victor &Bluebird
Popular Records
AT

Seavey's
MO COURT ST.

C. L. Prince & Son
Shoes at the price
you can pay
26-30 Bates St.

Lewiston

•

AUBURN

OUR CHOICE

Taxi Phone
CHECKER CAB CO.

THE

TUFTS

Purity Restaurant

BROTHERS

Fine Meals
Medium Rates

Printing Special^

Main St.,

Lewiston

milDDLIST.

U**"*1!

Taleyaoae 171'

Protect Your Eyes

"Complete Banking Service"

Central Optical Co.

Lewiston Trust Co.

E. L, VININQ
Regleterad Optomatriat
Tel. S39
1W MAIN ST.

LEWISTON, MAINE
LEWI8TON

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

